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It has always been difficult balancing the needs of a growing business.  There is always the fight for profitability, the problems that come with
being a pioneer in your field, and the demands of both customers and investors.  What is often pushed ot the bottom of the list is something that
is integral to solving all of the above problems: staff.  

By leaving recruitment and retention work until a "better time", companies often sow the seeds of further problems.  Whether it's existing staff, or
new ones you need to recruit in order to meet your growth aspirations, we regularly see that particular can kicked down the road.

Instead of delaying less important work, what actually happens is you starve your business of talent.

At first this happens gradually, because in startups staff tend to be deeply invested in the company and its success.  We can usually recruit new
staff from associates and former colleagues of existing staff.  As a company grows - especially if it has to deal with hyper-growth from an
injection of investment cash for the response to big new requirements from a customer, problems start to show.  

Initially it becomes harder to recruit from usual routes.  Agencies can provide potential candidates, but without investment of time and effort
building relationships often has frustrating quality variances. And that's before you go through interviews with people who don't come with the
usual quality assurance from existing staff whose opinions are trusted.

With an influx of lots of new staff with potentially wildly varying suitability levels for the company, the company culture, a product of the behaviour
of all the staff,  will gradually migrate to the lowest level that is accepted.    The existing staff, feeling the culture degrading, get increasingly
listless and could even leave.   This in turn compounds the problem of trying to grow your head count.  Great people join the company in part to
work with other great people.  If those people leave, it will harm your ability to recruit great people.  Not to mention all the lost knowledge and
expertise that leaves when they go.

Triple whammy:  Original staff dwindling, new staff not a perfect fit, progress on all your business objectives in jeopardy.

Scaling up from 50 to 250 people



In 2020, the pandemic that has gripped the world will only make it harder to recruit and retain the best people.  With more companies
accommodating more remote working, the pool from which they can recruit the best people becomes bigger.  That means you will need a
compelling offering in order to secure the best people - whether that is local or remote.  

Recruiting new staff is as much about what it means to be an employee of your company, as it is about salary.  Culture is vital.  It becomes
your differentiator in a competitive market.

Culture is something of which many startups are rightly very proud.  However, if you are 50 people with an amazing culture right now, then
hiring another 100+ people or into that culture, frankly it is unlikely to survive.  Unless you are deliberate and intentional in your nuturing of it.  TO
do so will ensure you retain staff, plus contribute positively to your ability to recruit great new staff too.

At FluidWorking we get our kicks out of meeting people and companies where they are in their journey right now, and then helping them grow. 
We understand each person and company is unique, so your path of growth will probably be unique too.

We love unique.  We appreciate quirky.  We revel in difference.

A good deal of psychology and behavioural science goes into the structure of our work.  We can help you articulate & celebrate your existing
culture, nurture & develop your existing employees plus show the world what a great employer you are to work for, so talent comes to you.

"DIFFICULT IS NOT BAD, DIFFICULT IS NOT IMPOSSIBLE. DIFFICULT IS JUST DIFFICULT. 
 AND YOU CAN DO DIFFICULT THINGS"

- JUSTIN SU'A

Scaling up from 50 to 250 people In 2020 and beyond



Growing your business through this crucial stage means deliberately looking after things that have taken care
of themselves in the past.

Companies that scale well AND retain their founding DNA do so because they focus on....

How do companies successfully scale from 50 to 250 people?

Readiness

 - they P.R.E.P. to ensure
they have clarity on

company values & culture

Recruitment

- they build a tribe to
E.N.T.I.C.E. talented people

aspire to join

Retention

- they demonstrate everyone
B.E.L.O.N.G.s to the tribe and is

a valued individual

Results

- they measure what matters
and get R.E.A.L. results 



- they P.R.E.P. to ensure they have clarity on company values & culture

Readiness - 4 Steps to P.R.E.P

Put PEN TO PAPER - document your company culture into a story every employee knows
and can tell  

RESOLVE your company values - what behaviours matter to you  

EVERYONE shares the load - agency and accountability spread throughout leadership
team  

PUBLICISE and communicate obsessively   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Companies that scale well AND retain their founding DNA do so because they focus on ...



- they build a tribe to E.N.T.I.C.E. talented people aspire to join

Recruitment - 6 Steps to E.N.T.I.C.E.

ENCOURAGE existing staff to recommend great candidates - reward them well if you hire
off the back of it 

NURTURE relationships with a few select recruiters 

Build a TRIBE to which talented people aspire aspire to belong  

INTERVIEW candidates in one go, even if you have several interviews.  Respect their time
and holiday allowance! 

COLLABORATE with your existing staff on the interview process - introduce candidates to
existing staff too 

Demonstrate your EAGERNESS to have the right candidate join (fast and slick recruitment
process, quick turnaround of decisions, useful feedback)
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Companies that scale well AND retain their founding DNA do so because they focus on ...



- they demonstrate everyone B.E.L.O.N.G.s to the tribe and is a valued individual

Retention - 6 Steps to B.E.L.O.N.G.

BUILD strong relationships with your staff - learn a little about who they are outside work 

ENCOURAGE sharing of ideas and concerns - make it safe for them to do so

LIVE the company culture through your own actions and values - they won’t if you don't 

OBSESSIVELY and publicly share praise for your staff at every opportunity 

What’s NEXT?  Use Succession and Development Plans to show staff you are invested in
their developing their career at your company 

GREAT people know great people -  reward hiring recommendations from existing staff
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Companies that scale well AND retain their founding DNA do so because they focus on ...



- they measure what matters, and get R.E.A.L. results

Results - 4 Steps to R.E.A.L. Results

Restrict the things they measure, starting small and then building out meaningful metrics

EXPERIMENT in a small way to see if an idea will work before rolling it out 

ANALYSE and hypothesise for the next round of experimentation
 
LOOK at behaviours.  Focussing on things changes behaviours, are they still healthy?
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Companies that scale well AND retain their founding DNA do so because they focus on ...



Hi there, 

My name is Helen Lisowski, and I 
head up FluidWorking.

FluidWorking began years ago when a client I was working with
wanted to re-brand, but when I offered him a list of possible
new business names, he turned down the FluidWorking name.  

He wasn’t impressed with the name, but it spoke to me of the
flexibility, adaptability and constant change that working
particularly tech businesses demands.  So I bought the
domain, and in the early days I used it to blog about working in
agile ways.  Over time the blog posts became more about
agile management, agile leadership and agile businesses -
particularly in SMEs.  

Personally I have been involved in agile for well over a decade,
from International Corporations to startups, and everything in
between.

helped take the software release processes of several
companies from yearly releases to monthly or weekly
releases.
led and been part of leadership teams struggling with rapid
growth and the challenges that come with it.
developed the strategies necessary for recruiting and
retaining talent in these sorts of environment ….as well as the
challenges that such an influx of new staff can have on an
existing culture.

In that time I have 

I get my kicks out of meeting people and companies where they
are in their journey right now, and then helping them be better.  At
FluidWorking we understand that ‘better’ is defined differently for
each person or company.  After all, your business is unique, so
your path to better will probably be unique too.

We love unique.  We appreciate quirky.   We revel in difference.

We have the experience and the knowledge to help you recruit
the best staff, and to keep them interested and growing with your
business. 

We know: we are successful when you are successful.

Meet Helen

Helen



Client Testimonials

“I just wanted to say a massive thank you for
all the incredible support you’ve been
providing to the 5G Mobile Team. You’ve
became a critical asset to the team in a very
short period of time and I don’t know what I
would do without you around. You have
improved how we work as team – more agile
and structured – and have helped us to
break barriers with other areas of the
business as well. You bring insane amounts
of energy and creativity to every session
which has really helped us to address some
key issues we were facing in a real honest
and transparent way. You’re also a source of
inspiration for me (so don’t get mad if I steal
some of your cool tactics in some of my
sessions). I’m so glad to have you around
and honestly can’t thank you enough for the
past few months!”

“Thank you both immensely for
your support, I am trying to do
things differently here and
wouldn’t have got it off the
ground without your passion for
the subject, willingness to
persevere with a crowd who were
initially reluctant to change most
importantly getting into my team
and making a difference…you
have set things up well for it to be
a success long term so thank you
for all your work.”

“I’m really grateful for your time,
and guidance, and support.
You’ve pushed me out of my
comfort zone and into some
fantastic opportunities. It has
been so energising to have such a
great mentor and supporter.”

“Thank you so much for your help
in delivering an engaging 5G Risk
identification session. You
captured the audience and kept
the conversation flowing through
the session which was a huge
success. We’re excited to work with
you again in the future!”



Become a beacon for recruitment, so that top talent starts coming to you.
Become effective in recruiting great new staff who are committed to you and your company's success.
Become effective in retaining your staff - keeping great people is cheaper than recruiting for replacements.
Become effective in preserving and developing your culture 'on-purpose' to reflect your values and behaviours.
Build your culture into a brand differentiator in the recruitment marketplace, making recruitment of great talent progressively easier over time.

FluidWorking is dedicated to helping you through the notoriously difficult growth phase of scaling from 50 to 250 people.  Whichever path you
choose, you will get the outcomes your business needs at this crucial stage.

Our goal is to teach, coach and support you as you implement the PREP, ENTICE, BELONG & REAL methodologies in your own company.

You will

Readiness, Recruitment, Retention, Results

A tailored and appropriate recruitment strategy
A tailored and appropriate recruitment process
A light weight and effective staff-management process
A culture management strategy
A comms strategy
A starter set of new metrics that ensure you measure what matters

Whether you take the Expert-Guided path or the Expert-Accelertated path, you will have designed, built and already begun to implement the
following:



Expert-led discovery & strategy sessions with your
teams, on site or remotely, including write-ups for you
to use later. 
Expert-led training and coaching for you and your staff
on implementing your changes within your business,
backed up by behavioural psychology that will make
sure it sticks.

Sometimes, you just want to get something done.  

Quick, efficient and effective.  

This programme takes your company through the PREP,
ENTICE, BELONG, REAL methodologies with fully facilitated
sessions schedule that suits you and your business. 

 You will benefit from:

Finally, you'll have expert-led discovery and strategy
sessions to design and build your first R.E.A.L. Results too -
we will even advise you on implementation strategy if you'd
like.

This programme runs as as a series of missions over a 2
month period.  

Each mission starts with a 1:1 strategy call to talk about the
mission.  Missions often come with helpful supporting
worksheets or run-sheets for you to use if you want.

Support for any of your questions and further guidance as
we go along is available via a dedicated slack channel.

You can do this course at your own pace.  This means
everyone can get solid foundations for the engine of their
business as it scales up.

Readiness, Recruitment, Retention, Results

50 to 250 Expert-Guided   50 to 250 Expert-Accelerated  
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